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Abstract. High dynamic range (HDR) imaging technology has been widely
implemented in digital microscopes for taking still images of high contrast speci‐
mens. However, capturing HDR microscopic video is much more challenging. In
this paper, we present a HDR microscopic video system based on GPU acceler‐
ated computing. We show that by combining CPU and GPU computing, it is
possible to build a stable HDR video system using a single off the shelf camera.
We show that capturing multiple frames of different exposure intervals, aligning
consecutive neighboring frames, constructing HDR radiance map and tone
mapping the radiance map for display, can be realized by using GPU computing
to accelerate the processing speed. We present experimental results to show the
effectiveness of our system and how HDR video can reveal much more details
than conventional videos.
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1 Introduction

The real world scenes often contain a wide range of illuminance values. However,
common digital cameras on the current market capture images with only 8-bit per pixel
resulting in images lacking details, appearing either underexposed or overexposed [1].
This is often called the high dynamic range (HDR) problem. In light microscopy, when
the specimens’ surfaces reflect light unevenly or when the materials such as metal
contain specular reflective surfaces, photomicrography will encounter the same HDR
problem. To overcome this limitation, many researchers have developed HDR imaging
algorithms based on a set of differently exposed images of the same scene. After cali‐
bration, these differently exposed images are combined into one HDR image, often
called the radiance map which is usually represented with 32 bits per pixels or even
higher bit depth. As image reproduction devices currently on the market such as LCD
displays also have limited dynamic range, these high bit depth radiance maps will have
to be tone mapped (compressing the dynamic range) to fit within the dynamic range of
the display device for display. Such HDR imaging technique can effectively overcome
the HDR problem [2]. However, due to the high computational complexity of the HDR
imaging process, current common microscopy systems are limited to observing high
dynamic range specimens in still images, which involves capturing several differently
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exposed still photographs, generating a high dynamic range radiance map, and tone-
mapping the radiance map for display.

As HDR imaging technique is broadly applied in microscopic field, the use of HDR
video becomes important for accurate analysis of moving specimens. For example,
motion tracking algorithms by optical flow method cannot recover the motion because
the signal is completely lost in the underexposed or overexposed regions. However,
because of a conflict between the high-speed processing and high computational
complexity for observing moving specimens, no known systems have adequately
addressed HDR video for moving specimens.

In this paper, we present a high dynamic range microscopic video system. The system
consists of a single conventional camera which periodically varies the exposure time of
consecutive video frames. We use these differently exposed frames to construct high
dynamic range radiance maps and then tone map them in real-time for display. We
describe the principles of our real-time microscopic video system and tackle key tech‐
nical challenges such as the tone-mapping operator adjustment issue of radiance map.
As constructing the HDR radiance map from multiple differently exposed frames and
compressing the HDR map for display in real-time require fast processing, we present
a GPU based solution to speed up the computation and have successfully implemented
a real-time HDR microscopic video system.

2 An HDR Microscopic Video System

A simple approach to achieving HDR video using a single off-the-shelf sensor is adopted.
The reason of selecting this approach is based on two aspects. First and foremost, we
want to build a working system with existing technologies and only use devices that are
available on the market without having to perform any physical modification to hard‐
ware. Second, the speed of moving specimens under the microscope usually is not very
fast. Therefore, it is feasible to generate HDR video only by software program rather
than hardware modification to optic structure of the sensor. As illustrated in Fig. 1, our
microscopic HDR video generation involves four steps as follows: (1) calibrating a
camera response curve; (2) image acquisition with varying exposure values; (3) HDR
radiance map generation; (4) visualization of HDR images by tone-mapping engine [3].

2.1 Camera Calibration

Before the construction of high dynamic range radiance map, camera response curve
have to be recovered which transforms the radiant energy measurement, , into a pixel
intensity,  represented as an 8-bit digital number.

(1)

Where  stands for the exposure time,  is monotonic and invertible, we have

(2)

The task of HDR imaging is to recover the radiance map, , of the real world scene. On
the basis of camera response curve, , the HDR radiance map can be obtained by the
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combination of frames with different light intensity ranges. Debevec [4] described a
method for recovering the camera response curve for the reconstruction of HDR radiance
map. In our implementation we followed Salvador and Qiu [5] by using a novel exper‐
imental technique to obtain the camera response curve.

2.2 Image Acquisition

In principle, every sensor has distinct response time under different exposures. To guar‐
antee the stability of HDR video output, our system captures three consecutive frames
each with a different exposure time. These frames are then aligned to construct an HDR
frame. An example of these differently exposed frames is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. An example of multi-exposed image set of the same specimen

2.3 HDR Generation

As proposed previously in Debevec’s work, after obtaining the camera response func‐
tion, we are able to construct the HDR radiance map by combining a series of differently
exposed images of the same scene:

Fig. 1. The flow chat of HDR video generation process
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(3)

where  is the pixel intensity at spatial position (x, y) of the  exposure image, the
weighting function  is a blending function which can be a Gaussian or a triangular
function [4].

2.4 Tone Mapping

For the purpose of displaying a HDR radiance map, it is important to formulate a
conversion equation to transform the high dynamic range radiance map into a conven‐
tional low dynamic range (LDR) map (tone mapping). Practically, we are focused on
finding a solution for every pixel to cluster a 32-bit number into an 8-bit number, which
represents HDR content and LDR content respectively. Based on the luminance of HDR
radiance map  and the global minimum and maximum luminance of the current
frame ( ), a small overlapping window of 3 × 3 on the HDR map is defined.
Therefore, the display luminance mapping is calculated as:

(4)

Where  is a numerical value to control the overall brightness. For the sake of adjusting
the amount of local micro-contrast, according to the analysis of Gabriel Eilertsen [6],
we decide to take advantage of a slightly modified approach based on Duan’s [7] and
introduce a parameter  which is normalized from (0, 1):

(5)

In an attempt to boost the local details, this mathematical model is optimized based on
the local average ( ) and local contrast :

(6)

Where  is the parameter for adjusting the local micro-details which is normalized from
(0, 1) as well as . Once the HDR tone-mapping image is obtained, the outputs of RGB
three channels can be formulated as:

(7)

where  are the trichromatic pixel values divided from the HDR radiant
map pixel value .  stands for the illuminance intensity of every pixel.
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And  is for controlling the display color which goes between (0.4, 0.6). Therefore,
after the tone-mapping module, the original HDR content is transformed into LDR
content for visualization. Figure 3 show examples of tone mapped HDR images. From
the HDR output images we can see both the bright and dark areas clearly, which is
useful for observers to inspect defect of products and other applications.

Fig. 3. Comparison between HDR output images and normal auto-exposure images. Left images
are captured with auto exposure. Right images are captured in HDR mode.
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3 GPU Accelerated Computing

As reported previously, the task of HDR is computationally intensive and repetitive, and
the whole process exceeds the real-time capabilities of the CPU [8]. Numerous opera‐
tions of computer vision in recent years have been shifted efficiently onto modern GPU,
whose programmability allows a wide variety of computer vision algorithms to be
implemented.

Programmers on GPU computing accomplish computer vision tasks via launching
kernels, which can be executed in parallel differing from normal CPU programming
language. Many computer vision operations can be considered as sequences of filtering
operations. On the GPU, these filtering operations are carried out by fragment programs.
To apply these fragment programs to input images, the input images are initialized as
textures and then mapped onto GPU architectures. In this section, we present an inno‐
vative method of efficiently mapping the HDR generation module and tone-mapping
module onto modern computer graphics architecture.

By analyzing the technological process of HDR video generation, a streaming, data-
parallel arithmetic architecture is designed, as shown in Fig. 4. After camera calibration,
the camera response curve is transferred as an off-line texture between CPU and GPU.
As described in Sect. 2.2, all three frames, (E1, E2, E3), are captured separately with
various refresh time intervals and preserved as three GPU buffers imported into the
mapping module. To obtain the absolute exposure time of each frame, shutter speed
module is implemented as a register. All the outputs of these modules will be transferred
into the kernel module-HDR generation module which will be executed three times for
the RGB three channels, respectively. Eventually, the RGB values of the HDR radiance
map will be recorded in shared memory which will be utilized for the tone-mapping
module as the inputs. The development of real-time systems for tone mapping, especially
for local tone mapping, is still challenging because of the complexity of the algorithms.
Duan [9] has implemented the local histogram-based contrast enhancement on GPU.
This approach shows some significant speedups, but not as fast as for real-time video
implementation. Zhao [10] has implemented Pattanaik tone-mapping operator on GPU
for high resolution HDR images. This approach only implements already existing algo‐
rithm instead of designing a new parallel method, in which case the parallel computing
may not be guaranteed.

As described in Sect. 2.4, a general local tone mapping GPU architecture is designed.
The complete tone-mapping module is derived from Eqs. (4) ~ (7) and divided into 5
sub-modules: (1) window register; (2) LOG TMO (Tone Mapping Operator) module;
(3) Average module; (4) saturation module; (5) contrast/details module, as shown in
Fig. 5. There are 5 user-defined parameters, in terms of , s, , , which can adjust the
amount of overall brightness, saturation, contrast and local micro-details, respectively.
Finally, the 32-bit floating point number  fetched from HDR generation
module are transferred into 8-bit integrated number  which will be sent back
to CPU for displaying.

The GPU structure of tone-mapping designed by us could improve the way users
interact with the system. Users can adjust the effect of HDR video output produced by
tone-mapping module, without the loss of frame rate. Apart from that, we selected a
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more flexible programming language-OpenGL Shading Language, which is in rapid
developing and also portable for different hardware architecture. The entire HDR video
process can be executed in different common chip processors: NVidia, ATI, Intel, and
so on.

Fig. 4. GPU organization for HDR generation module

Fig. 5. GPU structures for tone-mapping module
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4 Experimental Results

4.1 High Dynamic Range Video Results

Figure 6 shows two experimental results of HDR images after tone mapping, in terms
of the new released algorithm by opencv and our algorithms. The sample is a printed
circuit board which contains high specular surfaces. Compared with opencv’s method,
our method has the advantage of preserving more details (like in the chip pin areas)
while OpenCV produces image with low contrast.

Fig. 6. Left: opencv’s result; right: our HDR video result

A microscopic video of OpenCV and our method can be viewed in the following
links

OpenCV: http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XOTMyOTk0MzM2.html
Our Method: http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XOTMyOTkzNjcy.html

4.2 Computational Efficiency

To demonstrate the computational efficiency of our GPU method, we implement the
entire process on both the CPU and GPU. We captured the video stream in 1024 × 720
pixels (720P). The CPU implementation was carried out based on the built-in HDR
imaging function of OpenCV. It took 0.702 s for an i5-2430 M CPU at 2.4 GHz with
4 GB RAM running at Windows 7 to compute one frame. HDR merge process and tone
mapping function took 0.312 s and 0.390 s respectively. In GPU implementation, our
experimental platform is an AMD Radeon HD 6730 M with 4 multiprocessors and 480
stream processors. Compared with the CPU implementation, GPU version shortened
the processing time of processing one frame from 0.702 s to 0.09 s, achieving a speedup
by a factor of nearly 8. Specifically, the HDR merging process time was reduced from
0.312 s to 0.04 s while the tone mapping processing time from 0.390 s to 0.05 s. An
example frame of OpenCV (CPU implementation) and our method (GPU implementa‐
tion) is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Comparing the HDR video frame rates between opencv’s approach and our approach.

In OpenCV’s approach, firstly they implement Debevec’s calibration algorithms to
construct camera response function. Secondly, a HDR image is constructed based on
the Debevec’s weighting scheme. Finally, they use a tonemapper with bilateral filtering
method put forward by Durand to map their HDR image to 8-bit range LDR image. The
entire process is designed for still HDR photography but for HDR video, whereas, we
implement our technique on GPU to generate a fast and stable HDR video stream.

More importantly, the GPU provides a streaming, data-parallel arithmetic archi‐
tecture. This type of architecture carries out a similar set of calculation on an array of
image data [11]. The single-instruction, multiple-data capability of GPU makes it
possible to run computer vision task on the entire image regardless of the resolution.
Whereas, the CPU model will execute the same task on each pixel by single-instruction,
single-data type, which makes the computational complexity associated with the image
resolution. This feature of GPU provides our method a promising advantage for prac‐
tical applications.

5 Concluding Remarks

We have presented a high dynamic range video microscopy system. We have demon‐
strated that it is possible to employ an off the shelf camera without any physical modi‐
fication to build a HDR video system. The use of GPU accelerated computing is the key
enabling technology. We have demonstrated that the use of GPU can not only speed out
the processing by a factor of nearly 8 but also that our new HDR video method achieved
better results than a method implemented in the computer vision programming envi‐
ronment OpenCV. Although, the microscopic HDR system we build cannot satisfy the
requirement of real-time, HDR video approach we presented could inspire other HDR
applications. For example, HDR video system via multiple sensors can shorten the
processing time of HDR radiance map generation and tone-mapping processing by GPU
accelerated computing.
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